February 21, 2019

ON THE MOVE
Stanford Redwood City Transportation

Whether you plan to use a sustainable commute or drive alone,
we want your commute to Stanford Redwood City (SRWC) to
start on a positive note.

How
Will You
Commute
to SRWC?

In this issue, we are sharing new information and resources to
help you get ready for your commute. We also invite you to let
us know how you plan to commute by responding to our fourquestion survey. We are offering two $50 Amazon gift cards in
our prize drawings!
As you learn about SWRC transportation programs, please keep
in mind that we are committed to making adjustments based on
data, utilization, and demand.Once commuters start using these
programs and services, we can scale up or adjust based on
actual usage and demonstrated needs. To this end, we
welcome your comments and feedback before and after your
move to help us better serve you.

Did You Know?
When we assessed the
commuting population, we
found that about 40 percent
of SRWC-bound
commuters will be
commuting from the South
Bay, while about 60 percent
will commute from San

SRWC Bicycle Program
Details Announced

Updates for SRWC
Commuters

Francisco, Alameda, the
East Bay, and San Mateo
Counties.

If you are considering biking as
your primary commute, or
perhaps combining biking and
transit, we have new
information about the bicycle
program at SRWC.

Whether you plan to drive
occasionally or as your primary
commute, we are providing an
initial parking map, which
indicates where to enter and
exit the parking garage and
surface lots. Find more parking
information in our Parking
FAQ.

The highest concentration
of employees is in Palo Alto
and Mountain View.

We also are planning to offer
bike safety and maintenance
classes in late summer.
If you have bike-related
questions, please let us know
through our comment and
feedback form.

We have a new
carpool/vanpool map, which
provides a visual display of
existing SRWC carpools and
vanpools. Search for or post
SRWC carpools and vanpools
through our carpool/vanpool
listings page.

Town Hall Meeting Presentation Now Available
We invite you to view a presentation about SRWC transportation,
which we presented at a School of Medicine town hall meeting
earlier this month. The presentation includes transit and bike maps,
information about Commute Club incentives, commute options,
parking, and virtual permits. We hope you find it helpful.

To help us better serve you,
please let us know how you
plan to commute through
our four-question survey.
We are offering a $50
Amazon gift card to two
lucky winners in our prize
drawings! Respond by
March 8 to enter the
drawings. Good luck!

Barron Garage
Photos
We are pleased to share
photos of the Barron
Garage thanks to Brian
Canada, our parking
operations coordinator, who
took photos during a recent
site visit.
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